
From Heather Zwickey, PhD: 
I’m hearing a lot of misinformation floating around, so I thought I’d talk about whether 
or not to use herbs to prevent COVID19. (Everything is referenced.) 
Prevention: As NDs, you are all aware of how to prevent upper respiratory infections. 
You’re going to increase Defensins (vitamin D) so that any virus landing on the skin or 
in the mouth are killed on contact. 1,2 
For upper respiratory herbs, I like the combo of 5. 
 
Astragalus (for lungs) is adaptogenic. It reduces inflammation, but can also drive Th1 if 
you’re exposed to an infection or have lung cancer. It’s also anti-viral.3,4 
 
Goldeneal and Oregon grape root are directly toxic to viruses (research on flu) and 
bacteria (think of killing secondary pneumonia). It’s also adaptogenic. It drives Tregs, 
but can elicit a Th1 response in the right microenvironment.5–10 
 
Echinacea works best at the beginning of an infection and is adaptogenic. Echinacea 
induces inflammatory cytokines at the beginning of infection and help with resolution 
post infection. There’s also a meta-analysis showing that it reduces upper-respiratory 
infections, especially in those susceptible to them.11,12 
 
Elderberry is also adaptogenic – increasing cytokines in some situations and decreasing 
them in others. The reason I include it is that it’s anti-viral. There’s research showing it 
blocks viral uptake. Again, so much research on this that there’s a meta-analysis.13 
 
I actually developed a supplement with this combo. It’s called Immune and you can find 
it here: http://www.zamialife.com – not that anyone needs to buy it. You can combine 
the herbs yourself. It’s just more expensive to buy 5 bottles of herbs. 
 
If people get an infection and you need additional support, Fungi Perfecti has a product 
called Comprehensive Immune Support that can further increase a Th1 response.14,15 
(The Guggenheim article is about cancer but goes through many of the Th1 stimulating 
studies.) 
 
Do these therapies increase cytokines? Yes. But NOT to the level of cytokine storm. You 
have to work hard to trigger a cytokine storm. I have not yet seen a situation where an 
herb can trigger a cytokine storm. We see cytokine storms with super-antigens like 
staph enterotoxin A, or TSST-1. And in fact, the scientific literature suggests that herbs 
(including Echinacea) actually decrease cytokine storms.12,16 
 
So yes, wash hands, don’t touch your face, and sneeze/cough into your elbow. And if you 
want to use herbs, use what you already know. There is evidence. 
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